Recent c alculations have shown that a radial el ectric field can significantly alter the ion flow, neoclassical ion heat flux, bootstrap current, and residual zonal flow in a tokamak, even when the × E B drift is much sm aller th an the ion therm al speed. Here we show the novel analy tical methods used in these calculations can be adapte d to a quasisy mmetric stellarator. The methods are based on using the conserved helical momentum * ψ instead of the poloidal or toroidal flux as a coordinate in the kinetic equation. T he calcu lations also em ploy a m odel collision ope rator which keeps only the velocity-space derivatives normal to the trapped-passing boundar y, even as this boundar y is shifted and deform ed by the × E B drift. We prove the iso morphism between quasisymmetric stell arators and tokamaks extends to the finite-× E B generalizations of both neoclassical t heory and residual zonal flow. The electric field i n the HSX s tellarator may be sufficient for these finite-× E B effects to be significant.
Introduction
One important concept in modern stellarator design is quasisy mmetry [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . A magnetic field is defined to be quasisy mmetric when the magnitude B = B varies on a flux surface only through a fixed linear combination of the Boozer angles [3] . Remarkably, magnetic fields can be found [ 6, 7] which have this sy mmetry propert y eve n tho ugh t he fields are not axisy mmetric in conventional cylindrical coordinates. Quasisy mmetry can also be defined in a co ordinateindependent manner [8] . In a quasisy mmetric field, Noether's theorem implies the existence of a conserved quantity. Therefore the particle orbits become integrable, so there a re no direct orbit losses, and radial transport is reduced. Another noteworthy consequence of quasisymmetry is the "isomorphism" [1, 2] bet ween a quas isymmetric plas ma and an axisy mmetric one, whereby conventional neoclassical transport formulae for the quasisy mmetric case can be obtained f rom the corresponding formulae for axisymmetry by making certain substitutions. These isomorphism rules will be reviewed in detail in sectio n 3. However, not all plasma quantities are rel ated by the isomorphism. For exam ple, it is pointed out in [ 9] that classical transport fluxes do not obe y the substitution rules, since classical transport arises from gyromotion rather than drift motion.
In this paper we show the isomorphism does extend to neoclassic al transport and to the residual zonal flow even when these q uantities are modified by a radial electric field E ψ . These "finite-E ψ " modifications were calculated recently for tokamaks by Kagan et al in [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Here, the radial el ectric fi eld is defined by for E ψ based on the sm all parameter p / B B , where p B is th e poloidal field. Secondly, the canonical angular m omentum * Ψ is used as the "radial" coordi nate in the kinetic equation, and the transit average is r edefined to be an integral along a constant-* Ψ path instead of along a flux surface. Finally, a new m odel collision operator is used, one in which velocity -space derivatives are taken norm al to the trapped-passing b oundary, accounting for the m odification of t his boundary b y E ψ . In this pa per we will show how to generalize all of these elem ents -the orderings, p / B B , * Ψ , and the model collision operator -to a quasisymmetric stellarator.
In a tokam ak, the finite-E ψ effects ar e important primarily in a high confinement m ode (H-mode) pedestal. If an H-mode tran sition is ever observed on a future larg e quasisy mmetric stellarator, as m ight have occurred in NCSX [17] , the finite-E ψ effects derived herein will be applicable to the pedestal of that device. However, th e finite-E ψ effects may be observable in a stellarator without H-mode, perhaps even in t he only presently operating quasisymmetric device, HSX [7 ] . Finite-E ψ effect s will be m ore i mportant in a quasisy mmetric stellarat or than in t he equivalent to kamak due to the larger effective ri pple in the form er. A field generated by real magnets will inevitably deviate somewhat from perfect quasisymmetry, and even small deviations can cause a large enough nonambipolar particle flux [8, 18] to generate a large E ψ . Furthermore, HSX uses electron cy clotron heating, which leaves the ions cold, while we will show the electric field scal e at which finite -E ψ effects set in is proporti onal to the ion therm al speed. We will show quantitatively that E ψ in HSX may indeed be large enough for the effects evaluated herein to appear.
The next section gives furt her background on the fin ite-E ψ effects in tokamaks and on quasisymmetry. Detailed quantitative analy sis be gins in sect ion 3 with a review of the isomorphism between neoclassical transport in a quasisy mmetric plasma and an axisy mmetric one. In section 4 we sho w how the finite-E ψ orderin gs generalize in quasis ymmetry, and we discuss applicability of t hese orderings to HSX. The model collision operator and the modifications to neoclassical transport are derive d in section 5. The resid ual zonal flo w is discussed in section 6, and we conclude in section 7.
Background
It was r ecently shown in [13, 14, 16, 19 ] that a modest radial electric field c an cause significant modifications to the radial ion heat flux, ion flow, and bootstrap current in a tokam ak.
These modifications become significant when 
where i 2 / v T m = is the ion thermal speed. Be cause p B B in a t ypical toka mak, the modifications to conventio nal neoclassical tr ansport [20] [21] [22] beco me im portant when the × E B (1) because it th en affects ion trapping [11, 12, 15] , which ca n be understood as follows. An ion is trapped in a tokam ak when its n et poloidal m otion, the su m of parallel and drift co mponents, is small enough that the mirror force can stop the particle before it reaches the inboard m idplane. For
, this net poloidal m otion receives contributions of comparable magnitude from the parallel motion and the × E B drift. It is therefore not ions of small || v which are trapped, but rather io ns for which the two contributio ns nearly cancel. To restate this argument more quantitatively, note that an ion's net poloidal motion is given by
where Θ is a poloidal coordinate with periodicity 2π , [24] .
The "residual" su mmarizes the rate of zonal fl ow d amping, sidestepping t he more co mplicated analysis of the nonlinear turbulence which drives the flows. In the Rosenbluth-Hinton model, the nonlinear drive for zonal flow in the kinetic equati on is effectively replaced by a delta function in time. After many ion bounce times , t he ions' radi al drift partially shields the initial pote ntial perturbation ( ) 0 t Φ = . The residual zonal flow is then defined as the ratio
Later authors have generalized the calculati on to include additional effects [25] and nonaxisymmetric geo metry [ 26, 27] . Analytical expressions for the residual, obtained usin g a large-aspect-ratio approxi mation, can be used to v alidate gy rokinetic and g yrofluid tur bulence
codes. The residual also gives insight into the z onal flow amplitude which can be expected in the presence of turbulence.
One element of the cal culations used to obtain the finite-E ψ effects in [11] [12] [13] [14] 16, 15, 19] is a novel set of orderings. To under stand the new orderings, first recall the conventi onal approaches. The standard ordering for transport cal culations [20] [21] [22] is the "drift" or "low flow" 
Here and throughout this paper, derivatives hold , and other perpendicular drifts arise which are the same order as those in (4) . In contra st, we will use "finite-E ψ " to describe the orderings used by 16, 15, 19] . In this approach, p / B B is taken to be a small para meter, and the electri c field is ordered using (1) . As
is still conserved, the perpendicular drifts are still given by (4) to leading order, and the low-flow drift-kinetic or gy rokinetic equations are applicable . Also, the r adial density scalelength is orde red ( ) p / B B ρ rather than a . Whereas [ 28, 29] give proofs that a n electric field of magnitude ~/ p i B v c implies a sonic toroidal flow under the large-flow ordering, these proofs do not appl y in the finite-E ψ ordering due to the larger magnitude of ( ) Axisymmetric fields are q uasisymmetric, but n early quasisy mmetric fields can be found which are far fro m being axis ymmetric [6, 7] . Since guidi ng-center drift m otion can be expressed i n terms of a Lagrangian i n which only B (and no t B ) appears, the sy mmetry in B gives rise to a conserved quantity through Noether's Theorem. By using this conserved quantity, we will show that the n ovel analytical methods used to fin d finite-E ψ effects in toka maks can be adapted for quasisymmetric devices. In doi ng so, we generalize all the results of Kagan and Catto [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] 16] and Landreman and Catto [15] to this important class of stellarators.
Definitions and quasisymmetry isomorphism
We consider a scalar-pressure equilibrium with well defined flux surfaces and flow that is much smaller than the therm al sp eed. 
and M and N are fixed integers for a given device. In th is situation, it can be shown [ 1, 6, 4 ] that
is the drift-kinetic operator (assuming there is no inductive electric field), d v is given by (4),
and ( )
is a "helical" combination of the poloidal flux and the toroidal flux , we m ight expect other t okamak form ulae to be ap plicable to a quasisymmetric stellarator if we make the replacements
We now sketch the pro of that this isom orphism indeed holds f or the conventional (lowflow) banana-regime neoclassical fluxes and flows. The analy sis will be generalized to the finite-E ψ case in sections 4-5. We begin with the drift-kinetic equation Df C = for any particle species in a quasisy mmetric plasm a, using ( ) 
Next, we apply the following identity (proven in appendix A):
This result i s what one would expect by na ively appl ying the substitutions (11) to the corresponding identity for axisymmetry. We can then combine (12)- (13) as
where
A subsidiary expansion
+ is then made in the sm allness of the right s ide of (14) compared to the left. The leading order equation is ( )
g term in the next order equation is then annihilated by a transit average to give the constraint
which determines ( ) 0 g , thereby determ ining 1 f . Here, the transit average of any quantity Y is defined by
For passing regions of ( )
To justify our assu mption that / 0 f ζ ∂ ∂ = , we need to show that neither (16)- (17) . First, by forming the product of ( 5) with (6) we find
is independent of ζ . Second, as argued in the footnote of [32] , the linearized and gyro-averaged collision operator only introduces spatial dependence throug h B , so no ζ -dependence is introduced. Equations (15)- (16) can be obtained by naively appl ying the substitutions (11) to the corresponding tokamak expressions, so 1 f can be obtai ned by these same substitutions. Form ing Table 1 su mmarizes the i somorphism rules (including the generalizations which will be derived in th e next section). Care must be taken in two regards. First, whereas in axisy mmetric plasmas it is common to apply
, it is not generally true that
in a quasisymmetric stellarato r. Second, t okamak calculations use the m odel field m agnitude
In a stellarator, however, it will not generall y be true that the relative field variation equals t wice the inverse aspect ratio. We can use the expres sion
in stellarator calculations onl y if we understand the ε therein to be
. Thus, the i somorphism substitutions m ust be made in tokamak expressions before either ( )
Change of variables and generalized Kagan-Catto orderings
At a sufficie ntly large value of E ψ , th e contributi on from the
term in the drift-kineti c equation Df C = will no longer be negligible compared to the ( )
term. The presence of the extra term invalidates the steps (12) - (16), so we must use a d ifferent approach to find f . A w eaker E ψ is required to cause thi s problem for t he ions than to cause it for electrons , so for the rest of this paper we assu me all symbols are ion quantities unless specified otherwise.
We now make a change of variables which will p ermit a soluti on for f . We use * ψ instead of h ψ as an independent variable in the kinetic equation (along with χ and ζ ), using the chain rule for changing to a new set of variables { } j Q :
We make an ansatz ( )
= , and the ( )
we find will be consistent with this assumption. We have already shown
Note that unlike (12) there is now no "radial" derivative term. 
and the prime denotes h / ψ ∂ ∂ . This is precisely the definition for u we would obtain by naively applying the isomorphism rules (11) to the u in (3) and [13, 10, 11, 15] .
To verif y that E ψ can be large enoug h i n quasis ymmetric stellarator experim ents to make u comparable to || v in ( 20), we consi der HSX [ 7] , which has 4 N = , 1M = , 0K = , and 1 q ≈ . Figures 4 a nd 5 i n reference [33] 
we find ~0.3 α at the last closed flux surface, with α decreasing m onotonically to zero at the magnetic axis. Then u is comparable to || v when the quantity
is ( ) 1 O . The normalization for each parameter above reflects a typical HSX magnitude [18] . The value ~400 V/m E ψ above is not measured directly, but fields of this magnitude are predicted by calculations which solve for E ψ using am bipolarity; the electron and ion particle fluxes are not automatically equal in these calculations because the departures of the real HSX field from perfect quasisymmetry are included. It is evident from (23) that U can be com parable to 1. In a tokamak, U is typically non-negligible onl y in an H-mode pedestal. Howe ver, several factors allow ~1 U in HS X even in th e absence of a pedestal. First, the depar ture of the tr ue magnetic field from perfect quasisymmetry, while small, is still sufficient to cause significant nonambipolar particle fluxes [8, 18] , leading to a large E ψ . Second, the use of electro n cyclotron heating leaves the ions relatively cold, and i T enters th e denominator of (23) . Th at U can exce ed 1 was also argued in [18] , since the "resonant" elec tric field 
Neoclassical transport

Expansion of the kinetic equation
We take the distribution function to be a stationary Maxwellian to leading order
where η and T are flux functions. Further motivation for this leading-order distribution is given in appendix C. We next define g f F = − where ( ) 
Note that a Taylor-expansion of η and
where pri mes again denote h / ψ ∂ ∂ , and p , Φ , and T are eval uated at h ψ rather than * ψ .
Thus, the departure of f from the Maxwellian (24) has two parts: 
We approximate the collision operator by the li nearized ion-ion collision operator
and z is indep endent of velocity. We wi ll choose the value of z later to preserve momentum conservation by our model collision operator.
We next expand the ki netic equation and
... g g g = + + for small collisionality. The leading order form of (27) 
Particle orbits and new transit average
To understand the proper operation for annihilating the ( ) 
where the co nstant 0 B represents the minimum value of B over the particle's trajectory , s o
We define ot her quantities with a 0 subscript ( 0 u , h0 μ , E , and * ψ , straightforward algebra yields It is important to notice that since * ψ rather than h ψ was taken as an independent variable in the kinetic equation (27) , the integrations in the trans it average hold * ψ rather than h ψ fixed.
Applying the new transit average to (29) gives
As in the standard bana na-regime analysis, the ( ) (34) for analytical calculations.
Model collision operator
In the conventional banana-regime analysis, the collision operator is replaced with the pitch angle scattering operator that is satisfi ed by both t he full Fokker-Pla nck ion-ion collision operator and the linearization thereof. However, (37) beco mes true fo r a particular choice of the constant z in G , and so in conventional neoclassical calculations, z is selected to be this value [21] .
We now review the reaso ning used b y Kaga n and Catto to m otivate the model ion-ion collision oper ator used in [ 13] . We seek an opera tor with several properties. First, the operator should gi ve the sam e ion heat flux, flo w, and boots trap current as pas C in the 0 E ψ → limit .
Second, we will want to exchange the order of derivatives in the collision operator with the transit average integral in (35) . To do so, the collisi on operator derivatives must be of the form / X ∂ ∂ for some ( )
, holding other combinations of ( )
Lastly, the operator should keep only velocity derivatives in a d irection approximately normal to the modified trapped-passing boundary described by (32) and the discussion following it.
Here w e consider only the cas e 0 1 S = , i.e. no electric field shear, '' 0 Φ = . The 0 1 S ≠ case is analyzed in [13, 14, 16] . By restricting our attention to the '' 0 Φ = case, several expressions in the followi ng discussion beco me much simplified. Also, Kagan and Catto [ 13, 14, 16] showed the m ost dra matic eff ect of E ψ enters through the m agnitude of E ψ rather than through its derivative: ' ' Φ onl y affects the ion heat flux through an overall algebraic multiplier 0 S , and '' Φ does not affect the ion flow or bootstrap current at all. The model collision operator is then derive d from the linearized Fokker-Planck operator.
The implicit field term dramatically complicates the analysis, so it is neglected [35] . The explicit test-particle term then gives the standard Rose nbluth potential f or collisions with a Maxwellian.
The resulting operator can then be written 
Therefore (42) can be written
In this form, it can be seen that to achieve the desired form (40), there is only one possible way to define W and Λ :
Notice that as 0 Note that in contrast to [ 13] , the small-ε approximation has not been used at all here to derive (49)-(52) (aside from motivating the definitions (44)-(45)).
For trapped and barely passing particles, the right hand side of (47) Next, we use the general form ula for the dive rgence in an arbitrary coordinate sy stem to write (38) as
where X and Y range over th e set { } given by the right hand side of (56) with
In analogy to the weak-E ψ case, we now drop the / W ∂ ∂ derivatives in (56) in order to obtain a tractable model operator. For 0 u = , the result of this si mplification is precisely pas C as defined in (3 6). For the g eneral 0 u ≠ case, the distributi on fu nction we obtain usi ng o ur fi nal model operator has a large Λ derivativ e, making it plausible th at discarding the / W ∂ ∂ derivatives will not dramatically affect the calculations for 1 ε .
To evaluate (56) we must compute ( ) 
We approximate 2 2 || 0 v u ≈ , and usin g (44), we approxim ate ( )
Notice that ( 58) has a similar for m t o pas C (in (36)). (To obtain (58) we hav e made the replacement 2 Λ → Λ , which is perm issible since 1 Λ ≈ . Kagan and Catto make a different replacement 2 1 Λ → at this point in deriving the m odel operator of [ 13] . All results will be independent of the exponent on Λ because the identity (76) is independent of this exponent.)
Where v appears inside ν ⊥ , || ν , and M f in the operator, we make the approximation
The quantities ν ⊥ , || ν , and M f are then all constant with respect to the Λ derivative. We now apply the chain rule, so as to hold * ψ rather than h ψ fixed in t he par tial derivatives. For an y quantity ξ ,
To obtain a tractable model collision operator, the last term is dropped for both of the partial derivatives in (58). Then defining ( )
we have
We may now plug in f g G → − from (35) . In G we use (59) and
This operator is the one e mployed by Kagan and Catto [ 13] 
operator is a significant change, for now energy diffusion as well as pitch-angle scattering is retained. This change to t he effe ctive collision frequency will cause finite-E ψ modifications to the ion heat flux, ion flow, and bootstrap current.
Banana constraint
We must now find the g piece of the distribution function by solving (35) . First consider the trapped particles, for which this equation becomes
The 'T drive term vanishes due to the σ sum. Therefore 0 g = is a solution for trapped particles, as in the standard banana-regime calculation.
Next we consider passing particles, for which (35) becomes
It is permissible to switch the order of the integral and the first / ∂ ∂Λ derivative because we have constructed Λ and W to be f unctions of ( )
, We integrate in Λ from 0 Λ = and apply (49) to find 
Momentum conservation
We choose the parameter z by requiring ( )
a co mbination of the part icle and momentum c onservation prop erties of our ion-ion col lision operator. Using a parity argument as in appendi x D, it can be shown that num ber conservation The proper way to integrate a quantity ξ over velocity space in our new variables is therefore
with the Jacobian J given by (52).
Combining (68)- (69) with our model operator (63) and the distrib ution function (66), we therefore require
The Λ integral is indepen dent of W so w e divide it o ut of the eq uation. We then change variables from W to 
Neoclassical ion heat flux
In appendix B we derive the following equation to relate the radial ion heat flux to an integral of the collision operator: . (73) Substituting in the collision operator and distribution function, we then have
We next inte grate b y parts in Λ , not ing there is no contribut ion fr om the boun dary. Appl ying 
and ( ) 2 E κ is the com plete ellip tic integral of the second kind. Again changing to t he variable 
This function is plotted in figure 1a . At 0 U = , 1Q = and (79) recovers the conventional heat flux. Multi plying the rig ht-hand side of (79) b y S accounts for or bit squeezing effect s [13] , where ( )
Ion Flow
The parallel flow is obtained by forming the integral ( )
We then write the remaining integral as
Using (28), the first integral on the right-hand side gives
The second integral on th e right-hand side of (83) can be evaluated in the same manner as the integral (75) for the heat flux, and the result is ε smaller than (84). Si milarly, the last integral in (83) is also ε smaller than (84). This integral is di scussed further in appendix D. Thus, th e final integral in (82) is approximately given by the right-hand side of (84). Defining
then the parallel flow can be written
The function ( ) A U is plotted in figure 1b and agrees with the corrected result from [13, 14] . Note that ( ) 0 1 A = , and so (86) recovers the conventional result for 0 U = .
Bootstrap current
The bootstrap current calculation for the finite-E ψ regime in a quasisy mmetric stellarator and approximating s f with two Sonine polynomials [19] , the bootstrap current for arbitrary Z is found to be ( 
As in the neoclassi cal transport analy sis, we take the distribution f unction to be a 
We then consider the dynamics of the system over a timescale τ which is long compared to the thermal bounce time ( ) ( ) 
The ( ) 1 g term can be annihilated by applying the transit average (34) . Following [15] , we assume the potential has an eikonal form ( ) 
and we have taken the s ystem state for 0 t < to be 0 g = and 0 δφ = . We then assume that the radial electric field does not modify the weak-E ψ result [25] ( ) 
Upon performing the integrations as described in [15] , the residual zonal flow can be expressed as 
gives the real part of ℜ , 
describes the i maginary part. The functions ϒ and Ξ are plotted in [15] (with Ξ denoted there by Λ ).
It can be see n as follows that the weak-E ψ result RH ℜ → ℜ agrees with [27 ] . Due to 
Discussion and conclusions
In the preceding sections we have shown how to calculate finite-E ψ effect s in a quasisymmetric stellarator. Kagan and Catto's t echnique of changing from the radial variable p ψ to the canonical angular m omentum * Ψ in the kinetic equation ca n be generalized because a similar conserved quantity * ψ exists in a quasisymmetric field. The conservation of * ψ allows an analytical treatment of the particle orbits, which is not possible in a more general stellarator field.
To define th e finite-E ψ regime in a quas isymmetric fi eld, the geometric f actor Generalizing the tokamak procedures to a quas isymmetric stellarator, we have calculated the finite-E ψ modifications t o the neoclassical ion he at flux, io n fl ow, bootstrap current, and residual zonal flow. We find these expressions match those which would be obtained by applying
Boozer's isomorphism substitutions to the tokamak results. Physically, the isomorphism holds for these finite-E ψ effects because these processes result from guiding-center drift dynamics and not from additional phy sics such as the gy romotion. T he isom orphism relat es the guiding-center drifts but not the gy romotion, which is why neoclassical transport obey s the i somorphism but classical transport does not.
The m odifications to neoclassical transport are obta ined b y gene ralizing the modified model collision operator proposed in [ 13] . Our derivation em phasizes that the ( ) The parallel ion flow is mostly carried by passing particles, so for a strong radial electric field (~1 U ) the fl ow does not beco me exponentially small, though it i s substantially modified.
The bootstrap current depends on the ion flow, so it is modified as well. The coefficient of the ion temperature gradient in the parallel ion flow and bootstrap current reverses sign when U exceeds 1.2. Importantly, the bootstrap current grows stronger as E ψ is increased. 
